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It was an amazing experience and
one I will never forget. I thank Fire Tech
Camp for all it has taught me and I will
certainly come back”
– Mobile App Developer at Fire Tech Camp
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Empowering young people to make
their own future
Fire Tech Camp nurtures, inspires and creates
young digital makers aged 9 to 17 at residential
camps, day camps and workshops across the
UK. Kids and teens learn future-critical skills in
coding, making and tech.
The extensive curriculum, kept up-to-date
with the latest from the tech and making
scenes, includes coding, robotics, engineering
with electronics, 3D printing, video games
design, app design and much more. Make on!
Expert tutors (8:1 student to tutor ratio)
Original project-based learning
Aspirational locations at universities, top schools
and modern fabrication spaces
Structured time away from the screen
Equipping campers with skills for life
Ensuring wide access with scholarships, childcare
vouchers and other initiatives
Learn more at one week on camp than in a school
year of Computing classes
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Fire Tech Camp launches
in London. Jill Hodges,
founder, was inspired by
the US tech camp scene
and was looking for
enrichment activities for
her own children. The
camps, with an early
focus on coding, quickly
take off!

Fire Tech Camp expands
to cities across the UK
including Manchester
and Bristol. Curriculum
grows to include
making and the digital
arts. In the summer of
2014, the 1000th
camper was welcomed
to Fire Tech Camp.

The residential arm of
Fire Tech Camp launches at the
prestigious Wycombe Abbey
School in Buckinghamshire.
Across all camps and workshops,
there are 16 different courses
available, from code and game
design to 3D printing and digital
music. Further expansion into
Cambridge and Reading.

Residential programme
expanded, school
partnerships provide
extra-curricular
clubs and workshops,
Fire Tech Camp goes
international in Italy
and Australia, Fire Tech
Crew launched.

Fire Tech delivers
7,000th course and is
invited to deliver
their after school
programme at the
world-class London
Science Museum.

WYCOMBE ABBEY

WYCOMBE ABBEY RESIDENTIAL CAMPS
Break-down, build-up and create with tech
in a world-class location
Combine all the fun of a traditional summer camp with incredible tech
opportunities at the UK's top independent school.

The Setting
Wycombe Abbey, which lies in the beautiful, green Buckinghamshire countryside,
provides an ideal setting for young people who are enthusiastic or curious about tech.
The school is frequently ranked among the top schools in the world and we are able to
take advantage of their superb facilities, in both an academic and a social context.
The location is conveniently situated near Heathrow Airport and we can arrange shuttle
transport for campers coming from abroad for £50 (both ways).

The Courses

At a Glance

Summer residential camps at Wycombe Abbey cover coding,
robotics and digital arts. Each course lasts one week and many

WYCOMBE ABBEY

DATES: Weeks starting 8th July, 15th July and 22nd July
OPTIONS

students do two consecutive weeks and take two courses to build

· Python Coding (ages 14+)
· Games Building (ages 12+)

their skills and experience.

· Digital Photography (ages 12+)

We normally have a mix of UK and international students attending

· Blogging and Vlogging (ages 13+)

· Robotics (ages 12+)

these camps, which adds to the fun. All courses are run in English
and an intermediate level of English is required to benefit fully.
Opportunities to relax and socialise – including barbecues, games
and parties – are incorporated into the camp schedule.

· Graphic Design (ages 12+)
CHECK-IN
PICK-UP
TRAVEL SERVICES
WEEKEND STAY

Choose from:

PRICE

Sunday evening
Friday night or Saturday morning
Heathrow Airport transfers available for £50
Stay over the weekend for £50

£1,300

Python Coding – Code like a pro with one of the most versatile programming languages
Games Building – Take real control of your gameplay world while learning to code
Digital Photography – Master the whole creative process, from set-up and shooting to editing and distribution
Robotics – Combine electronics and hardware with programming skills to build your own machines
Blogging and Vlogging – Create your own blog/vlog with exciting videos and audience building-tips
Graphic Design – Get your graphic design on with Adobe’s Illustrator, Portfolio, Lightroom and PhotoShop

Find out more: firetechcamp.com/wycombeabbey

DAY CAMPS AND WORKSHOPS
Go “under the hood” with tech, code and
making at campuses across the UK
A European leader in tech education, Fire Tech offers more than 20 courses for
young people aged 9-17. Operating from multiple London bases, we are also active
in Manchester, Cambridge, Bristol, Reading and Surrey.
We provide a supportive and engaging environment in which kids and teens explore
tech, innovate with new skills and develop their own take-home projects to show
friends and family.
Our flagship summer programme runs for seven weeks in July and August.
We also offer courses during half term, after school and at weekends.

THE COURSES

We have divided our courses into five streams,
so you can find what you are looking for more easily:

CODING

Coding has been recognised in the school
Computing curriculum as a future-critical skill.
At Fire Tech Camp, we cover more in a week
at camp than most schools cover in an entire
term. We choose to teach the most important
and widely-used coding languages in a
professional-style environment.

Courses include:
· Teen Coding with Python
· Teen Coding with Python II
· Coding Games with Java
· Coding Python and Electronics
·

with Minecraft
Junior Coder

HANDS-ON MAKING

Courses include:
· Rapid Prototyping with 3D Printing
· Introduction to 3D Printing
· Games Prototyping
· CAD/CAM with Vinyl-Cutting
· Teen 3D Modelling

GAMING & DIGITAL DESIGN

Courses include:
· Video Game Design
· Mobile Apps Design
· Minecraft Maker
· Web Development with HTML, CSS

The “Maker Movement” is taking off in the UK
with great excitement around the potential of
3D printing, rapid prototyping and wearable
tech. We are in the vanguard of this movement
at Fire Tech Camp and invite young people to
get stuck in to laser-cutting, computer-aided
design and working with new materials.

In a world where passive game play is all too
addictive, we challenge campers to stretch the
limits of their imagination and build their own
games, websites and apps. This is learning
through play and making stories – it is not only
fun, but hugely absorbing and endlessly
creative.

ELECTRONICS & ROBOTICS

If we're going to be relying on robots much
more in the future, it makes sense for our
future generation to know how to engineer
them. Campers on this stream can enjoy seeing
their ideas come to life with custom-made
programmable robots, gadgets and devices.

THE DIGITAL ARTS

With access to the right equipment and
know-how, young artists can flourish in the
digital space. The Digital Arts stream at Fire
Tech Camp encourages a savvy approach
to the tools available for today's artistic
creators.

·
·

and JavaScript
Teen Games Design with Unity
Coding Games with Java

Courses include:
· Junior Robotics with LEGO
·
·
·

Mindstorms
Senior Robotics with VEX IQ
Teen Hardware with Arduino
Robotics with Ozobot

Courses include:
· Digital Photography and Editing
·
·
·

with Photoshop
Digital Music Production
Blogging and Vlogging
Graphic Design with Creative Cloud

Check our website for the latest information. We are continually refreshing and adding to our course selections.

See all upcoming courses: firetechcamp.com/courses

We've delivered more than 7,000 tech courses
to young people since launching in 2013!
Feedback from our Campers…

“It was a fantastic experience that combined fun and games

with code and robotics. You learn a great deal, including how
to continue teaching yourself about the Arduino and its
coding. It was a tonne of fun and I can't wait until next year.”
− Hardware and Robotics Engineer on the Arduino Camp

“I loved every bit of it and I learned so much and made so
many new friends.”

− Programmer and Engineer on the Python and Electronics with Minecraft camp

“I had an amazing time doing the Python course at Fire Tech,
the activities were interesting and helped further my
knowledge and interest in programming."
− Python Programmer on the Teen Coding with Python Camp

“It has been one of the best learning experiences we have
ever had, and we are very grateful to the Fire Tech Camp!”
− Hardware and Robotics Engineer on the Awesome Robotics
with the Ozobot bespoke camp

…And from their Parents

“My daughter has really blossomed through this experience.

She has gained great knowledge in technology and discovered a new interest
for herself. I also noticed her confidence level went up and how much she
enjoyed working with her teammates even though she had only just met them.
It was awesome!”

“My son had a brilliant week at Fire Tech Camp - it was fun, he learned a lot,

made good friends, and the tutors were amazing. He wants to be a video game
maker, and he said that the Camp has helped him to get closer to his goal by
giving him new skills and building his enthusiasm for technology.”

FIRE TECH CREW
A chance for 9-12 year olds to try out a wide range of
different tech kits and techniques in our Saturday club held at
Barclay's Maker Lab.
Equipping children with "survival skills" for the digital age, Fire
Tech Crew members will enjoy a taste of code, robotics, 3D
modelling and printing, electronics, design and more,
all in a fun and friendly environment.

Find out more: firetechcamp.com/crew

Find out more

www.firetechcamp.com
Or you can call the team on

+44 (0) 207 193 4002

My child was eager to attend each
session, she was always stimulated and
absorbed in her work. After each day
she would be beaming with excitement
to show me her creations!”
– Fire Tech Camp parent

www.firetechcamp.com
+44 (0) 207 193 4002
@firetechcamp
/firetechcamp

